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0. Introduction
A particularly tractable class of finite dimensional algebras defined by qui-
vers and relations is that of monomial algebras, i.e., those for which the ideal
of relations is generated by a collection of paths. The homological structure
of these algebras is very well understood and some constructions for them are
even algorithmic. There is, for example, an algorithm due to Green, Happel
and Zacharia (see [11], where the algebras are called 0-relations algebras) for
constructing the projective resloutions of the simple modules which determines
their projective dimensions in a predictable number of steps. The Cartan deter-
minant conjecture is known to be true for these algebras since they are positively
graded ([18]) and the finitistic dimensions are finite ([12] and [13]) and are tho-
roughly understood due to the recent work of B.Z. Huisgen ([13] and [14]).
Other properties of monomial algebras will be cited below.
Here we introduce a class of left artinian rings which includes that of mo-
nomial algebras and we show that many of the above results remain valid with-
in it. The proposed rings, called left monomial rings (see Definition 2.2) will in-
clude monomial algebras and the more general 0-relations algebras given by
species and 0-relations, as well as left (almost) serial rings, right serial rings,
hereditary artinian rings and more. To each such ring R is associated a mo-
nomial algebra A so that, in many ways, R and A have the "same" homological
properties (see Theorem 2.3); enough so that, for example, the projective di-
mensions of the corresponding simple modules are the same. (See Theorem
2.3 and its corollary.)
1. Tree modules
We fix throughout a basic left artinian ring R with radical J. In the sequel
1
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fo> *••>£»} will denote a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents and
for i—\y •••,/*, S^ReJJβi will be the simple left module corresponding to et.
Modules will always be left i?-modules. The composition length of a module
M is denoted c(M). An element r of some Ref will be called normed> if for
We begin by looking at a special class of modules before presenting a defi-
nition of left monomial rings.
Let M be an i?-module. A subset 3£ of M\{0} is said to be normed in
case
(1) a?=U?.i^,and
(2) if xyy<=% xφy then Rx^Ry.
Then 3£\J {0} becomes the set of non-zero nodes of a module diagram (in the sense
of [3] or [5]), which is also denoted 3£y with arrows x—>y when RydRx and if
for z^% Ry^Rz^Rx implies z=y or z=^x. Since the least element 0 of a
module diagram behaves in an entirely predictable way, we only talk about the
non-zero nodes of these diagrams in the sequel. Implicitly, however, 0 be-
longs to every (sub)diagram and {0} is a subdiagram.
In such a module diagram 3£y ^ V^DC is a subdiagram, written Ctf^DC, in
case Λ G ^ and x-*y imply y G φ , and the radical of cVy denoted £
cVy is
{XΪΞCVI
 v
-+
x
 for some v G φ } . The top of c\? is defined as ciΛJcμ
 a n
d will
be written cVτ. If x^X then ΊJ^x) stands for the smallest subdiagram con-
taining x; HJfjx) is local in the sense that
 <0
cU(x)=cU(x)\{x} is the unique maxi-
mal proper subdiagram of ^ (x). The lattice of subdiagrams (under U and Γl)
of 3? is denoted -C(3C)y and the lattice of submodules of a module M is written
AM).
If 3S is a normed subset of M then 3ζ together with the functions δ: X(!£)
->X(M) via δ: CU\-^RCU and λ: 3?-*{l, •••,»} via \(A?)=I if x^ep becomes a
diagram for M in case.
(MO) δ: ^(a?)->J7(Λί) is a lattice monomorphism
(Ml) card3?=<:(Af);
(M2) δ(^q^)-yδ(q^)fora i iq^e j : (a?) ;
(M3) δ ίq^J/δί^βίS^) if °U<CV in J7(a?) and c^^^^
 {χy
We say that M is a £/τ£ module with frw ίwό^ί 3? or that (M, 3?) is a tree module
if the above conditions hold and the diagram 3£ is a disjoint union of local sub-
diagrams, 3£=cU(x1)(j •"\JcU(xm), which are trees in the sense that for each
y^cU(Xj), j=ly " ,m, there is a unique path from x. toy.
If HJK^K^ζ are module diagrams, ^VjHJ is the module diagram ob-
tained from cy by identifying all the nodes of V with the node 0 (see [5, page
24]).
Before characterizing tree modules we list some properties of them which
will be of use in the sequel.
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Proposition 1.1. Let M be a tree module with tree subset 2£. Then the
following hold.
(a) // CU<(V are subdiagrams of 3£ then ^XHJ+RHJ is a tree subset for the
module RCVjRHJ. As diagrams, ci yU+RΊJ may be identified with
(b) For any subdiagram ^V of % R^V^ θi>e=q/τ Rv.
Proof. Part (a) is by [5, Proposition 1.1] and the observation that since δ is
an injection, V^FW in cV\cϋ implies v+RΊJ^w+R^. Indeed, if v—
then R(cU{v)UcU)=R(cU(w)UcU) implies cU(v)\JcU=cU(w)UcU and thus
^(w) and w&HJty), giving v=w.
Part (b) also follows from the injectivity of δ and the fact that CV is the
disjoint union U υ<ΞcVr ^(v), which is since 3£ is a disjoint union of trees. •
The next step is to characterize tree modules in a way which will be easier
to use. It connects the tree structure with the radical layers.
Proposition 1.2. Let X be a normed subset of a module M of Loewy length
m. Then (M, 3£) is a tree module if and only if
(*) X can be written 3£=%U ••• U <%,-! so that M = θ j e < y 0 Ry; and for
each /, l<l<m—ί, and x^^^^ there are subsets y^^ CΞ /^/ so that
%= U *e%-i QJix andjx= ®y^ylx Ry.
Moreover under these conditions, / l M=0j>e ί y / i ϊy, for 1=1, •••,#*— 1.
Proof. (=5>). By Proposition 1.1 (b) we set QJ^SF. If we assume that
subsets 3/0, •••, 3//-i have been chosen which satisfy the condition (*) then for
each xG%-» Jx=R3.cU{x) and %
x
 is chosen to be (3cU(x))τ. Condition (*) is
then satisfied for %= U χ^y
ι
-1 %x.
(<#=). The module diagram made from 3£ satisfying (*) is easily seen to be
a disjoint union of trees (more formally, this is done by induction on the Loewy
length).
In order to make 3£ into a tree subset, functions δ and λ are defined by
δ: HJ^RHJ for ^ j f a n d for χ(Ξ% RxlJx^S
λ(x).
If HJ^SC then it will follow from (*) that R°U= ®X^HJ^ RX. TO see this,
note that there is k>0 such that CUT=CU1[JCU2 with O Φ ^ c ^ and HJ2^
[J
ι>k%. Now
and each v^cU2 belongs to some Jx with Λ J G ^ . Since vφRu, for
we must have
c 0
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Thus
Rcϋ = ( θ Riλ
K
and, inductively, we also see that RcU2—®u^
cUlRu, so the assertion follows.
The verification that δ is an injective lattice homomorphism proceeds
exactly as in Part 6 of the proof of [9, Theorem 1], For HJ^L^c. we need to
show R£CU=JCU. The direct sum Rcϋ=@χ<=cuτRx permits us to restrict
attention to sub diagrams of the form ^(tf), x^E^^. But then
=Jx= θ Ry = R( U
The second equality is from (*). The last follows since 3£ is, as already noted,
a disjoint union of trees. Hence U y^ylx cU(y)=£cU(x).
Finally we see that if HJ<3£ then card HJ=c(Rcϋ) (again there is a reduc-
tion to cl7=cU(ff), *£<%-!, and induction on /). From this, if cU<CV<3ζ and
<V=HJ\J {*}, χ=
ejx9 then RClPIR
cU^ReJxlJeJx=SlSx).
The last statement is easily proved by induction on /. •
Corollary 1.3. A module M of Loewy length m contains a normed subset
3S such that {M, 3£) is a tree module if and only if JkM is a direct sum of local
submodules, for A=0,l , ••-, m— 1.
Proof. (=Φ). This follows from (*) of Proposition 1.2.
(<#=). A subset 3C of M is constructed which satisfies (*) of Proposition
1.2. To start, we write M=J°M= θ£ (il NOtΰύ> a direct sum of local submodules.
Normed generators x0tOύ are chose for each NOtΛ and we set Q/0={#01, ..., xQh{0)}.
Now JM=(&i{HlJNOtΛ is a diiect sum of local submodules and so, by the Krull-
Schmidt Theorem, each JNOeύ is itself a direct sum of local submodules. We
write JM— 0£(Jί Λrlα>, a direct sum of local submodules chosen so that for each
α, there is β so that NlfOύdN0tβ. A choice of normed generators xltCύ for the
NltΛ gives the set % . This process is now repeated for JM and the other la-
yers. The condition (*) is clearly satisfied. Π
A diagram isomorphism between module diagrams 3£ and ^ is a bijection
which is compatible with the arrows and the functions λ. The next proposi-
tion will be used in later sections.
Proposition 1.4. Let (M, 3£) and (N, QJ) be tree modules with M^N as
R-modules. Then there is a diagram isomorphism φ: 3£—>cl}.
Proof. This is clear for the case c(M)—A. Suppose now that M is local,
c(M)—m>ί and that the theorem is true for (local) modules of composition
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length <tn. We have that R(3X)=]M^JN=R(gcL}). Write JM=®
x
^{jχγRx
and JN=(Byς=((fQjγRy. Since JM^JN, the Krull-Schmidt Theorem gives a
bisection θ: (/3?)T->(/Q/)T so that Rx^RΘ(x), xtΞ(g3C)τ. The induction hy-
pothesis yields tree isomorphisms p
x
:
 cU(x)-^cϋ(θ(x)), for x^(£3£)τ. Suppose
2£T={x0} and QfΓ= {y0}. Then a tree isomorphism φ: SC-^ty is denned as
follows: φ{x
o
)=zy
o
 and if x^x0 there is a unique w G ( ^ f so that Rx^Ru; then
Using this and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem once more, the assumption
that M be local may be dropped. D
2. Left monomial rings
Before coming to our proposed generalization of monomial algebras to
left artinian rings, we look at somewhat milder conditions to be imposed on our
ring R. Recall ([5]) that a homomorphism of module diagrams φ is quotient mo-
nk if for xΦ y in the domain of φ> φ(x)Φφ(y) unless both of the latter are 0.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose (RR, X) is a tree module with 3£=^ \j niJial epβeiy
a disjoint union, and {ely -~yen}^3£. Suppose further that for i,j=l, -,n and
a^ej(^3£)Teh there is a subdίagram <Jί{a)<Xej so that lannΛ#y {a)=RJL(a). Then
there are quotient monk maps φ
a
\^£ej~
j>cϋ(a) for each a^ej(^3C)τe{ so that
{R,X, iφ
a
}) ^ a left diagram for R and the diagram (3£, {φ
a
}) is an algebra dia-
gram in which each ^.=^£ei is a tree. In particular if K is a field, the semigroup
algebra K3£ is a monomial algebra.
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, (Reiy 3Se{) is a tree module. For
the projective cover φ: Re^Ra, defined by φ{ej)=^a, has kernel R <Λ{a). Now
Ra has a tree subset HJfa) and Re.jRJL{a) also has one, (3£ej\JL(a))-^-RJL(a)
(which is isomorphic to 3£eJJl(a), as diagrams by Proposition 1.1). But then
3£ejIJl(a)^cU(a) by Proposition 1.4. Let ψ b e a tree isomorphism ψ: 3£ejl<Jl(a)
-^HJ(a). Define φ
a
 by φ
a
(x)=^ψ(x) for x^3£eJ^A(a) and φ
a
(χ)=0 otherwise.
Since ψ i s a bijection, φ
a
 is quotient monic.
By [5, Theorem 4.2], the facts that the 3Ce{ are trees and the φa quotient
monic show that (3?, {φ
a
}) is an algebra diagram and that Kζ£ is a monomial
algebra. •
At this stage it is possible to define a class of left artinian rings which, as
will be seen, behave, in many important respects, like monomial algebras. The
conditions on R need to be somewhat stronger than in Proposition 2.1. It
should be noticed that while the existence of a tree subset for
 RR is independent
of the choice of primitive idempotents (by Corollary 1.3), the stronger require-
ments of the following definition may depend on this choice.
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DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose
 RR has a tree subset 3£ with {eλi -~,en}^2£ and
%= u ΐJml epZβi. Suppose further that if x^eiXei then there is an Jί(x)<Xej
so that lann^. (x)=RJl(x). Then (R,3£) {or simply R) is called a left monomial
ring.
In a left monomial ring it will be convenient to write 37 for
{ely —,eM} and for k>\, Jlk is defined as /37*"1.
Families of examples of left monomial rings are discussed in detail in the
next section. The following list mentions some of them.
(i) all left almost serial rings ([4], see Proposition 3.2).
(ii) all rings given by species and O-relations ([3], see Proposition 3.3).
(Monomial algebras are, of course, among these.)
(iii) all hereditary left artinian rings ([9, Theorem 1 and its proof]).
(iv) all left artinian rings with J*=0 and those with J*—0 such that /
is a direct sum of local left idelas and each JeJ^βf is "square free".
(See Proposition 3.4.)
(v) all left locally distributive left artinian rings whose radical is a direct
sum of local left ideals ([10, Theorem 3] and [6, Proposition 3.8]).
(vi) all left and right artinian rings which are right serial (Proposition 3.5).
It follows from [5, Theorem 4.2 and Propostion 2.7] that if A is a monomial
i£-algebra there is a subset 0} of A such that (A, Q}) is a monomial ring and
A—KCty', moreover, QJ^S/3, where <5 is the semigroup of paths in the quiver
of A and 3 is the semigroup ideal of monomial relations. We have seen that if
(i?, X) is a monomial ring (or even with the less stringent conditions of Proposi-
tion 2.1), the set 3£> along with its diagram maps φ
a
, has a natural diagram
structure. For any field K> there is a diagram algebra K3C, which is, in fact, a
monomial algebra ([5, Theorem 4.4]). Such a monomial algebra, for any field
Ky is called an associated monomial algebra for R. The next result shows that
R and an associated monomial algebra K3£ have many properties in common.
The elements of 3? will retain their names whether they are found in R or in
KX.
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a basic left artinian ring. If (R, DC) is a left mono-
mial ring and K a field, let K3£ be an associated monomial algebra with simple
modules Si^KSSeJKJle^ Then for each i=l, --,n, the simple R-module S{
and the simple K3£-module S{ have minimal protective resolutions
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and
over R and K3£, respectively, such that Q
m
 and Q
m
 are tree modules with isotnorphic
diagrams Q
m
 and Q
m
 respectively. Further, lmθ
m
 and Im$
m
 are tree modules with
isomorphic diagrams 3
m
 and 3
m
, respectively and if x^3£, there are analogous
statements above minimal projective resolutions of Rx=Rcϋ(x) and of K3£x=
Proof. A minimal projective resolution of 5,- begins with Jei=
Rx, and, similarly, one for S, with Kϋϊe— θ#<Ξ(2Zί?> )τ K3Cx. Hence it suffices
to consider the last statement of the theorem.
Let x^e^ef. By Definition 2.2, lann^ (x)=RJL(x)=@y&Jί{χγ Ry and
so there is a projective cover Re^-^Rx with kernel (By^<_A(x)τ Ry, which means
that the next step of the resolution is made up of the proejctive cover of a direct
sum of local modules of the same sort. By Propositions 1.1 and 1.4 there is a
tree isomorphism 3SejI^A(x)^3Cx=cU(x) which yields a K3£ homomorphism
KXe^KXx with kernel KJL(pe)=@y^a(xγ KXy (see [5, Theorem 2.5]).
Thus an identical statement can be made about the projective cover of the K3£-
module K3£x. D
As a consequence, all the facts known about monomial algebras which
derive from the projective resolutions of the local left ideals generated by paths
can be carried over to the left monomial ring case. The following corollary
lists various of these consequences. Some of them are ζ'corollaries'' in the
sense that they have been proved earlier for monomial algebras and the theorem
can be applied to carry the results over to the more general setting.
Corollary 2.4. Assume (R,3C) is as in Theorem 2.3. Then the following
statements hold.
(i) For any simple S{ of R, pr.dim.5,—pr.dim.S,. for any associated mo-
nomial algebra K3C.
(ii) For any x^3£, pr. dim. Rx—pr. dim. K3£x for any associated mono-
mial algebra K3£.
(iii) For any associated monomial algebra K3£, 1. gl. dim. R=gl. dim. K3£.
(iv) The Cartan determinant conjecture is true for R (i.e., if l.gl.dim. jf?<oo
then the determinant of the left Cartan matrix for Ris 1).
(v) The strong "no loops'" conjecture is true for R (i.e., if pr. dim. 5 t < oo then
the quiver for
 RR has no loops at i).
(vi) The injectίvely defined finitistic dimension of R is finite.
Proof. Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from the theorem.
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(iv): This follows since R and K3£ have the same left Cartan matrices.
Now K3ζ is positively graded (by radical layers) and so Wilson's result [18,
Corollary 2.3] and (iii) give the conclusion. (It may also be remarked that
the radical layering in jR-mod gives a Cartan filtration in the sense of [7], as
may readily be verified as in the proof of [6, Corollary 3.9].
(v): The corresponding result for K3£ is found in [15, Corollary 6.2] and
it carries over to R.
(vi) : As mentioned in [8, Proposition 4.3], the reasoning of [16, Propo-
sition 1.8] shows that this follows from the fact that the syzygies in a minimal
projective resolution of RjJ have only a finite set of indecomposable components-
they are, up to isomorphism, from among the Rx, x^2G- Hence [8, Proposi-
tion 4.3] applies. •
3. Examples
Several classes of examples of left monomial rings will be presented. The
first of these generalizes that of left almost serial rings studied in [4] (a class
which in turn includes left serial rings) and also hereditary artinian rings.
DEFINITION 3.1. A left artinian ring R is called left uniformly monomial if
for various l<it<^n and u,>l. When this occurs, the following notation is used.
For each ί<i<,n,
Proposition 3.2. Let R be a left uniformly monomial ring, then R is a left
monomial ring.
Proof. By definition and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, each Jei is a direct
sum of local left ideals of the form Re.jJu^itl)ey Its radical is isomorphic to
Jej!Ju(i'l)eji itself either 0 or a direct sum of local left ideals of the same type.
Condition (*) of Proposition 1.2 can be seen to be verified. In order to do so it
is convenient to fix epimorphisms θitl: Reku,i)-^Litl^Jei with kernels Ju(ifl)ek(itϊ).
Then a?is defined as follows. F i r s t a r {e
u
 •••, e
n
} and 3Sί= iθ
u
{ekUj))\ \<i<
n\ \<l<m{i)}. The remaining layers of 3C are defined inductively by setting
3£
r
 to be the set of non-zero elements of the form ^ l 1,/1
o
^l 2,/2
o o
^ t r,/r(^(»r,/r)e
Jreiv which is what was required. It remains to check the annihilator condition
of Definition 2.2.
Abbreviate ekUjJj) by ek(jhθiJtlJ by θj and u(ipl.) by u(j). Let
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Θιθθ2
0
' '°θ
r
(ek(r)). Then there is a t>0, depending on u(l), •••, u(r), such that
But this annihilator is R3Ctek(r). Π
We will need the following additional remark about uniformly monomial
rings in Proposition 4.3. If x=θilthoθi2j2o-oθirJr{ekUrtlr)) and y=θhtPloθhtho —
°9jtAek(jt,pt))> t h e n χy=° i f kUt>Pt)*h- But if k(jt,pt)=il9 then xy=θiltho
θi2J2O 'θθirJrθθjl>Pl°θi2J2O"-θθjtΛek(jt,pώ> w h ί c h ί s e ί t h e Γ 0 0 Γ i n ^ '
Another class of rings to be studied is that of split left artinian rings given
by a species with O-relations ([3, Definition 2.1]). Such a ring R is constructed
with the following data:
(i) a directed graph Γ.
(ii) to each vertex v{ of Γ is attached a division ring Z)f .
a(iii) to each arrow v{ -> v. is attached a ZK—Z)Γbivector space M(#)
which is left finite dimensional. The set of paths in Γ is denoted Π.
where for |>6Π, p=vh -I vi2 -I ^
(iv) the tensor ring 3 given by these data is D
λ
 X. ••• χ Z )
n
0
 ^ ^ , ί^^M^^^
). The vertices z;,. are identified with orthogonal idem-
potents e{.
(v) a 0-relation is a subgroup of 2 of the form r=t(p) for some path of
length >2.
(vi) there is a set p of O-relations such that for some m, every |>GΠ of
length > m contains a subpath giving rise to an element of p.
Then R is defined as R=3ftp).
Such a ring may be thought of as those elements of the tensor ring whose
terms are from those paths not in (p). Call this set of paths 3?. (This means
that every path not in 5? has a subpath giving rise to one of the elements of p.)
The paths in & are called non-zero. Then R=D1x ~χDn(B ®ρ<s&t(p). For
each arrow Vf-^v.y fix a left a Dy-basis for M(a), say {xad)> •••, xa(m(a))}' Set 3?
to be the set of all simple non-zero tensors whose factors are basis elements,
along with the idempotents ely ••-, en which come from the the vertices. That is,
if a
u
 •••, a
r
 gives a non-zero path p from ΐ^. to v{1 then it would yield elements of
βjXβf of the form x
βr
(i
r
)®t"®χa1u1)=X' For a given path p, there is ? set I£(p)
of such elements and t(p)=D.2£(p).
If we fix^> as above, let ΐl(p) be the set of all paths q such that qpΦO. With
this notation
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Rx = Dp® ® t(q)®x ,
where the sums are as abelian groups. Now for x^3£(p) and y^QJ^q), when is
i?xC/?y ? For x^3£(p) to be in Ryf there must be a path r so that p=rq and #
must have the form z®y for some ^Gjf(r). Hence if {x
Λ
}
Λ
<=.A is a set elements
of 3C with the property that Rx
Λ
QRx
β
 if αrΦ/3, then the sum Σ Λ ifo^ is direct.
Indeed, if Σ Λ ^ Λ ^ O , we may assume (by multiplication on the left and right
by suitable idempotents) that each r^x^ is a ZVlinear combination of elements of
ek3£eif say rΛxΛ=*Σ dΛβyΛβ®xΛ, for some suitable collection of j Λ β G 3 ? and dΛβ&
Dk. Then 0 = Σ * * « * * = Σ * Σja dΛβyΛβ®xΛ. Hence if we fix some 0 Φ # = j Λ / 3
, then Σyyδ®xy=z dyS—0. Look at such a sum for a fixed z. ϊf yyδ®xy=
v#v t n e n either x
Ί
=t®xμ for some ίG3? or Xμ.=t'®xy for some ί'Gjf. By
assumption on our set {x
Λ
}, neither is possible except for trivial factorizations.
Hence for any one z there is at most one r
Λ
x
Λ
 with non-zero term in z. This
makes it impossible for any r
Λ
x
Λ
 to be non-zero.
Proposition 3.3. A left artίnian ^-relations ring given by a species with 0-
relations is a left monomial ring.
Proof. We have just seen that 3C is a tree set for
 RR and it is clear that
card3£=c(RR). To complete the verification that (R,3£) is a left monomial
ring, consider x^ej3£e{. Then
hnnRej(x)=
It should be noted that 3?U {0} is a multiplicative semigroup in this case. (The
question of semigroups will be examined in Section 4.) •
If R is such that J3=0 and / is a direct sum of local left ideals then
 RR
automatically has a tree module structure. More is needed to get the left mono-
mial ring structure.
Proposition 3.4. Let R be a left artinian ring such that β=Qy J is a direct
sum of local left ideals and each Je^ei is a direct sum of pairwίse non-isomorphic
simple modules. Then R is left monomial.
Proof. Write Je{ = L^Θ φL,^,.), a direct sum of local left ideals. For
each y=l,—,m(ί), choose a projective cover 0
ί y: Re^^L^ and let xtj=
θfj(e
β
(itj)). These are the elements of 57T. Set k=β(i,j), 6=6^ and Jek=
Rxki®"' ®Rχkm(k)i where the xkl are the elements chosen by the process just de-
scribed. Now JL^ΘiJe^ΣfίV Rθ(xkι). We also have /2έ?*cker0. If
Σ7i*i)Γ|fl(Λ
w
)=0 is a non-trivial expression, then for some a> Σ v A * i / K / = 0
is non-trivial. It follows that Σ V/Λ?*/==Σ e<*rιeβ(k,ΰ^kerθ. By hypothesis
there is at most one term where some β(k, l)=a and r ; is a unit in eΛReΛ> which
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is not inj2ek. But then Σ £<**Ά/=0 has at most one non-zero term. This is
absurd. Hence ker# is a direct sum of those Lkl for which θ(Lkl)=0. This
means that lann/?βA(,yίy) is generated by elements of 3Γ. The remaining layer,
372, of 3? consists of the non-zero images under the various θ of the elements of
ffi. These are in the socle and so for x=ejx^Jl2i \axmRe.(x)=RJler •
Proposition 3.5. Let Rbe a left and right artinίan ring which is right serial.
Then R is a left monomial ring.
Proof. According to Sumioka ([17, Lemma 2.3] with the sides inter-
changed), each radical layer is a direct sum of local left ideals. By Corollary
1.3 we have a tree structure for
 RR It remains to check the annihilator condition.
But if a^(ejtJ2r)r is a generator of one of the local left ideals making up JΓeiy
then [17, Lemma 2.7] shows that eklannRej(a)=ekJstιeji which is generated by
r
 D
EXAMPLE. A simple example of a left monomial ring which does not fit into
any of the classes listed after Definition 2.2 follows. Let R be the ring of lower
triangular matrices where S=Zj'(16) and N=J(S)
S
 °
S/NQS/N S
4. Diagram semigroups
An associated monomial algebra K3S of a left monomial ring (i?, 3?) is al-
ways a semigroup algebra ([5, Theorem 4.2]). In fact the tree isomorphism
constructed in Proposition 1.4 shows that the elements of 3? in K2£ may be
identified with compositions of the quotient monic maps φ
Λ
 of Proposition
2.1. It is not known if a left monomial ring (JR, 3C) always has a semigroup in-
ternal to it (i.e., if there is a tree subset QJ so that (R, Of) is a left monomial ring
and 0} U {0} is a multiplicative semigroup). In this section a criterion for that will
be established and it will be shown that left uniformly monomial rings, right serial
rings and left monomial rings with JZ=Q all have such semigroups. It was
already noted in the proof of Proposition 3.3 that a split ring of the "species
with 0-relations" kind had a semigroup.
Proposition 4.1. Let R be basic left artinian. Define <JlQ={e1, " ,en} and
let Jlι=\Jni,i~ιejJlιeiQ:J and let oϊ,=oϊ{\{0}, for 1=1, —,m, where m is the
Loewy length of R. Assume the following two conditions :
1) if a
u
 "-,a
r
 and bly " ,bs are from Jlι and 0Φa1* -ar=b1' -bs then r=s
andforj=ly •••, r} aj—bj; and
2) Jk=@>xeΞJlkRx for/*=!,—, m-1.
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// χ= U^-Q1 Jίk then 3£\J {0} is a subsemigroup of (R, •) which makes (R,3C)
into a left monomial ring.
Proof. The second condition shows, by Corollary 1.3, that (RR>3£) is
a tree module. We need to check the annihilator condition of Definition 2.2.
If x^βjSC and Rx is simple then lann
Λβ/P χ=Jej= ®y^Jixβs Ry. We proceed by
induction on the Loewy length, L(Rx)y of Rx. If L(Rx)=k>l, we suppose that
for yGe^Sβj with L(Ry)<k, lznnRep(y) is a direct sum of left ideals of the form
Rz, ^ e 2 c f . Consider relann^.(x). There is some c*}=cψ<^Xej so that
r^θy(=qjRy, say r=yΣy<=cyryy. The hypotheses show that the sum of the
non-zero left ideals Ryx.y^^, remains direct. Hence r#=ΣLG<y *yy#—0 if
and only if each ryyx=0, which occurs if and only if each r^elann^ c ^
RHJyy for some ^ c ^ p , by the induction hypothesis. But then
and ΣyeyRcUyy=R(\Jye<*jcU,)y. D
Corollary 4.2. Let K be a field and suppose that A is a split K-algebra with
3C=Ό'kZo Jlk as in Proposition 4.1. Then A can be presented as a monomial
algebra. Moreover, there are canonical one-to-one corespondences between the
subsets Jlk and the sets of paths of length k in the quiver of A which do not contain
those used for relations in the presentation of A as a monomial algebra.
Proof. It is clear that the tree subset 3S is a if-basis for A. Hence A=
K3£ is a semigroup algebra and the semigroup satisfies the conditions of [5,
Theorem 4.2]. This shows that A is a monomial algebra. •
Proposition 4.3. Let R be a basic left artinian ring. If R is one of the
following types of ring, then there is a semigroup 3?U {0} in R so that (R, 3£) has
the structure of a left monomial ring.
1) Ris a left uniformly monomial ring.
2) R is a artinian and right serial.
3) Ris a left monomial ring with J3=0.
Proof. 1) The remark after Proposition 3.2 gives this result. (This fact
was also obtained independently by Y. Wang.)
2) In this case, choose tJlτ to be a set of normed generators of the local left
ideals making u p / , as in Proposition 3.5. If a^JΓ then [17, Corollary 2.8]
says, in particular, that if Jι — (BUΪΞHJRu, for some set of normed elements HJ,
then the sum of the non-zero terms of the form Ruay u^HJ, remains direct.
This means that Proposition 4.1 can be applied using <Jll=tJ2
T
.
3) For the start it suffices to assume that (R> 3£) is left monomial (with no
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hypothesis on the Loewy length). For x^e.JΓe^ there is a projective cover
Re.-^Jx with kernel RJl{x). The restriction of this map to Je. gives an
epimorphism θ: Je.-^Rx, given by right multiplication by x. Now ker(0)=
Je.nRJl(x). Write Je^®y^^e5Ry and ^ .-(^ .nJWlUfϊ^JW).
Label 3CeJ\(J,{x) = cl}. Then θ\Ry=c is still an epimorphism RQJ-*Jx. Its
kernel is R{Zf)Jl{x)), where Z=={*e3? | ; tec/ty for some j G ^ } . Then *
(right multiplication by x) induces an isomorphism of RZ-*Jx, where Z~
Z\Jί{x)+RJl{x) (by Proposition 1.1). But RZ=®y^o;R{y+RJί{x)) by the
definition of 3/. Hence Jx=®y<=<yRyx.
Now if we impose that J3=0y the conditions of Proposition 4.1 are satis-
fied. •
No example is known of a left monomial ring which does not have such
a semigroup. However, as is easy to see, if (R> 3£) is a left monomial ring, 3?U
{0} need not be closed under multiplication. We do not know whether a left
monomial ring wich is a split algebra over a field necessarily is a monomial al-
gebra (with respect to some semigroup) even though we have seen that it be-
haves much like one.
An alternate approach to left monomial rings, would be to assume directly
that R contains an appropriate semigroup. The details of doing this will not be
given but the reader will get an idea of how this might be done from the basic
definition. Let Γ be the (left) quiver of R with set of vertices {ely •••, en} and
set of arrows A= {at\l^I}, a set of normed representatives, in U -i R^ , of the
simple submodules of J/J2. Let B be the set of paths in Γ. For w^B, \{w)
denotes its length. There is a function, called evaluation, p: B-+R defined as
follows. If zo= -> ••• -5 then p{w)=a
m
- *alJ this product in R.
DEFINITION 4.4. The {finite) set T of non-zero elements of p{B) is called
a monomial system {with respect {ely •••,£„}) if for eachj>0}
jί = e Rp{w).
M>e.B, PC «Oφθ, λc «O=/
If for some choice of the set of arrows A, p{B)\{0} is a monomial system, then R is
said to have a monomial system.
By definition, if R has a monomial system T then T is a tree subset for
RR. Clearly T U {0} is a semigroup as well. The fact that the annihilator con-
dition of Definition 2.2 is satisfied requires more effort to prove, but that is
indeed the case.
EXAMPLE 4.5. The following example shows that it does not suffice that
RR be a tree module in order that R be a left monomial ring-even for split alge-
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gebras over a field for which/3—0. Consider the quiver
b dϊ
\ a 1 -+ Z /• -» >
' /
subject to the relations (b—c)a, fb and dc. These data define an algebra R over
any field K. The module
 RR has the tree diagram
Re
x
 Re2 Re3 ReA Re5
2^1 3^2 3C2 4"3 5/3
y y ψ
Λ 4^2 5^ 2
where χ=ba=cayy=db, z=fc (the subscripts yw, indicate that u—e.ue?). Each
power of the radical is a direct sum of local left ideals so by Corollary 1.3,
(RRy 3£) is a tree module where !£— {elf e2, e3, e4y e5, a, b, c, d,f, x, y, z}. We shall
see that the annihilator condition fails, not only for 3S but for any choice of
tree subset QJ. Let us, for the moment, assume that we are dealing with a tree
subset with respect to the given choice of primitive idempotents and that 0) is
such a tree subset. Since e2Re1=Kay e2
ci}e
ι
={ka} for some Oφk^K. Thus
\2LΏ.nRe2(ka)=R(b—c). Now e3Q}e2cKb+Kc and so the subset Jlia)^^} must
contain an element of the form l(b—c), O Φ / G X " . NOW Rl(b—c)^Re3 and
SocRl(b—c) = SocR(b—c)=Ky(BKz=SocRe2. But if R is a left monomial ring
Je2 must be a direct sum of local left ideals generated by elements of Q}e2, one of
which is l(b—c). This is impossible. Finally, the reasoning above will work
just as well for any other choice of primitive idempotents once we have made the
following observation (which requires some computations which will be omitted
in the interests of brevity). The only primitive idempotents e{ for which Re[^
Re
λ
 have the form eί=e1+ka-\-lx for some scalars k and /. A primitive idempo-
tent e2 with Re'2~Re2 has the form e'2=e2+ka, k a scalar. Finally, for our com-
putations, a primitive idempotent e3 such that Re3^Re3 has the form e3=^e3-\-kxx
+k2d-\-k3f. With this, the above conclusions about 0} hold in general. (It can
also be remarked that replacing b by b—c allows us to see that RR is also a tree
module, cf. [5, Theorem 4.2.])
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